Flow limitation and wheezes in a constant flow and volume lung preparation.
To facilitate the study of respiratory wheezes in an animal lung model, an isovolume, constant-flow excised dog lung preparation was developed. Dog lungs were inflated to 26 +/- 4 cmH2O and coated with layers of epoxy glue and polyester compound. A rigid shell 2 mm thick was obtained around the entire pleural surface and the extra-pulmonary airways. The adhesive forces between the pleura and the shell were strong enough to hold the lung distended after the inflation pressure was removed. Holes 2 mm diam were drilled through the shell over one of the lung lobes in an array, 4 cm across. The holes penetrated the pleural surface, so that constant flow could be maintained in the expiratory direction by activating a suction pump connected to the trachea. Downstream suction pressure and flow rate were measured with a mercury manometer and a rotameter, respectively. Sounds were recorded by a small (0.6 cm OD) microphone inserted into the trachea. When suction pressure was increased, flow initially increased to 31 +/- 3 l/min. Further increase of suction pressure caused only very slight additional increase in flow (i.e., flow limitation). During this plateau of flow, a pure tone was generated with acoustic properties similar to respiratory wheezes. Both the flow plateau and the wheezing sounds could be eliminated by freezing the lungs. It is concluded that wheezing sounds were associated with flow limitation in this preparation. It is suggested that the stable acoustic properties obtained by this preparation may become useful in the analysis of mechanisms of wheezing lung sounds generation.